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Manufacturer: Herman Miller
Product: Eames wire base chair
Details for sample: Molded plastic seat, wire base

Manufacturer: Herman Miller
Product: Eames stacking base chair
Details for sample: Molded plastic seat, 4 leg base

Manufacturer: Herman Miller
Product: Swoop Box Table
Details for sample: Laminate finish, Provide cutout with (1) duplex outlet

Manufacturer: Geiger
Product: Scissor Chair
Details for sample: Metal frame

Manufacturer: Herman Miller
Product: Swoop Plywood Lounge Chair
Details for sample: Shell in Light ash finish

Manufacturer: Herman Miller
Product: Swoop Armless Chair
Details for sample: none

Manufacturer: Herman Miller
Product: Everywhere Rectangular Table
Details for sample: 30” x 60” White laminate top with glides
Manufacturer: Kimball
Product: Villa Sofa
Details for sample: Three-seat Lounge without arms

Manufacturer: Kimball
Product: Dwell Round Ancillary Ottoman
Details for sample: Wood base

Manufacturer: Kimball
Product: Priority Collaborative Table
Details: 4' x 8', plastic laminate
Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Await Modular
Details for sample: Three-seat sofa

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Joel Lounge
Details for sample: 1 fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Lounge Chair
Details for sample: Single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Lounge Sofa
Details for sample: Two seat sofa with single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Bench
Details for sample: Two-seat bench with single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Bench
Details for sample: Two-seat bench with single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Joel Lounge
Details for sample: 1 fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Lounge Chair
Details for sample: Single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Lounge Sofa
Details for sample: Two seat sofa with single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Bench
Details for sample: Two-seat bench with single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Joel Lounge
Details for sample: 1 fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Lounge Chair
Details for sample: Single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Lounge Sofa
Details for sample: Two seat sofa with single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Bench
Details for sample: Two-seat bench with single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Joel Lounge
Details for sample: 1 fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Lounge Chair
Details for sample: Single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Lounge Sofa
Details for sample: Two seat sofa with single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Bench
Details for sample: Two-seat bench with single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Joel Lounge
Details for sample: 1 fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Lounge Chair
Details for sample: Single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Lounge Sofa
Details for sample: Two seat sofa with single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Visalia Bench
Details for sample: Two-seat bench with single fabric

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Joel Lounge
Details for sample: 1 fabric
Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Millbrae Contract Lounge Chair
Details: With Arms

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Coupe Chair
Details for sample: N/A

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Pasio Chair
Details for sample: N/A

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Millbrae Contract Sofa
Details: Two-Seat Sofa with arms

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Coupe Loveseat
Details for sample: N/A

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Pasio Sofa
Details for sample: Three-Seat Sofa

 STEELCASE / COALESSE

not available to sample

not available to sample

not available to sample
Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Wrapp Side Chair
Details for sample: Sledbase

Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Move Stool
Details for sample: Without arms, plastic seat and plastic back, with glides

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Enea Lottus Stool
Details for sample: Sled Base, Counter height with no insert

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Bindu Side Chair
Details for sample: Mid back

Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Move chair
Details for sample: Without arms, Plastic seat and plastic back, with glides

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Enea Lottus Chair
Details for sample: Armless chair with no Insert
STEELCASE / COALESSE

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Passerelle Table
Details for sample: 16” x 48” x 17”

not available to sample

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Passerelle Table
Details for sample: 24” x 24” x 21”

Manufacturer: Steelcase
Product: Campfire Big Table
Details for sample: Full top, 40”D x 96”W x 28”H, plastic laminate

not available to sample
- Installed in the Alumni Center

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: CG1 Coffee Table
Details for sample: 36” x 36”, Metal with laminate surface

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: CG1 Table
Details for sample: 20” x 20” x 19”, Metal with laminate surface

Manufacturer: Coalesse
Product: Sebastopol Tables
Details for sample: (1) shape A in 16” height, (1) shape B in 16” height

not available to sample

not available to sample
Manufacturer: Haworth
Product: Bong Table
Details: White painted

Manufacturer: Haworth
Product: Kennedee Table
Details: Small size

Manufacturer: Haworth
Product: Very Side Chair
Details: Plastic seat, Tetro back, no arms, felt glide

Manufacturer: Haworth
Product: Very Stool
Details: Plastic seat, Tetro back, no arms, felt glide

Manufacturer: Haworth
Product: Very Stool
Details: Plastic seat, Tetro back, no arms, felt glide
**FALCON**

- Manufacturer: Falcon  
  Product: GT707 Chair  
  Details for sample: Sled Base

- Manufacturer: Falcon  
  Product: 1700 Series Chair  
  Details for sample: N/A

- Manufacturer: Falcon  
  Product: GT712 Stool  
  Details for sample: N/A

- Manufacturer: Falcon  
  Product: 1709 Series Stool  
  Details: N/A

- Manufacturer: Falcon  
  Product: Tables  
  Details:

- Manufacturer: Falcon  
  Product: Dunhill Booth  
  Details:
Manufacturer: HBF
Product: Perfect Pitch Side Chair
Details for sample: N/A

Manufacturer: HBF
Product: Venice Lounge Chair
Details for sample: N/A
Manufacturer: KI  
Product: Hub Table  
Details for sample: 26” x 26” laminate table, provide (1) duplex power outlet location on the vertical surface

Manufacturer: KI  
Product: Lyra Lounge Chair  
Details for sample: Wood back

Manufacturer: KI  
Product: MyWay Coffee Table  
Details for sample: Laminate

Manufacturer: KI  
Product: Athens Table  
Details for sample: 29”H, 30” Diameter, Powdercoat Round Disc Base, Laminate top, square corner
Manufacturer: National
Product: Myriad Drum Table
Details for sample: Laminate
HARTER / FIXTURES – (Only accessible on the TCPN contract)

Manufacturer: Harter
Product: Cyclus Chair
Details for sample: Non perforated Wood, Stack, armless

Manufacturer: Harter
Product: Forum Bench
Details: 60", Fully upholstered

Manufacturer: Harter
Product: Shapes Table
Details for sample: Round disc base, Laminate top, 24" x 30"

Manufacturer: Fixtures Furniture
Product: Pick a Top/Base
Details for sample: Disc round base, laminate top 24"x30"
OREGON CORRECTIONS ENTERPRISES